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SS150 & SS150XL
Single Deck System

Mortuary
Deck System
The SS150 and SS150XL will fit in most
minivans, cargo vans and full-size SUVs.
Engineered specifically to meet the needs
of the mortuary industry, the deck allows
one person to load, unload and transport
one casket, two air trays or two cots.
The sealed fiberglass deck system
prevents interior damage to the vehicle
and acts as a washable tray for easy
sanitation. Recessed cot cups and
adjustable bier pins come standard to
allow cots and caskets to be safely
secured. Each deck includes a ramp that
folds over the bumper, protecting the
vehicle from damage while loading and
unloading. When the rear door is closed,
the ramp hinges and stores vertically.
The deck’s attractive styling and
quality construction enhances both the
long-term value of your vehicle and the
vehicle’s use. These distinct features
make the SS150 and SS150XL one
of the most reliable and durable deck
systems in the industry.

Specialty
Engineered
Deck System

TRANSPORTING
CAPABILITIES
The single deck system can
safely transport two standard
cremation containers,
two cots, one air tray,
or one casket.

WASHABLE
FIBERGLASS DECK
Each deck is made of
extruded aluminum and sealed
fiberglass, both protecting the
vehicle’s floor and allowing for
sanitation if necessary.

HIGH-IMPACT
BUMPER RAMP
A ramp at the rear of the deck
hinges down to protect your
vehicle’s bumper. The ramp
stores vertically when the
rear door is closed.

NYLON CASKET
ROLLERS
The SS150XL includes four
casket rollers to make moving
caskets and air trays in and out
of a vehicle easier.

RECESSED ALUMINUM
COT CUPS
Solid cast aluminum cot cups
help prevent stretchers from
shifting during transport.

DECK FOR FIRST
CALL VEHICLES
Transform nearly any vehicle
into a first call vehicle with
little modification.

SPECIFICATION
ESTIMATED WEIGHT

145 LBS

VEHICLE FIT GUIDE
CHEVROLET

EXPRESS & SUBURBAN

CHRYSLER

PACIFICA & TOWN AND COUNTRY

DODGE

CARAVAN & PROMASTER

FORD

ECONOLINE, EXPEDITION EL, TRANSIT

HONDA

ODYSSEY

HYUNDAI

ENTOURAGE

MERCEDES-BENZ

METRIS & SPRINTER

NISSAN

NV

TOYOTA

SIENNA

Note: Link is not responsible for optional configurations or equipment that restrict the installation of this product in any way. Call us today and a product
specialist will be happy to answer questions or send you more information.
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